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ABSTRACT

In general, the potential magnetic field may gradually he twisted into

the force-free magnetic field with the current produced by plasma rotation.

In this paper, it is pointed out that if the magnetic field has no singularity

on the symmetric axis, then the potential magnetic field cannot be twisted

into the force-free magnetic field. Namely, it is not a perfect approach that

the energy storage is only caused by the pure azimuthal motion in the active

region. Besides the pure spiral motion, the unsteady coupling process between

the magnetic field and both the toroidal and the poloidal velocity components

should be analyzed. Finally, in the present note, some features of the

kinematics! force-free magnetic field of the axial symmetry are presented by the

authors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We can always meet the force-free magnetic field in space physics
and in solar physics. It describes the configuration of magnetic field in
the magnetosphere, in the I type plasma comets, in the chromosphere and the
coronal active region. Generally, the theoretical models of the force-free
magnetic fields are constructed first , and then, compared vith the results
of the observations. In early years, it was suggested by Gold and Hoyle (i960)
that the magnetic flux tube of the Bunspot may be twisted, and some authors,
Barnes and Sturrock (1972), Ha and Hu (1981) had since calculated the quantitative
relationship between the static force-free field connecting the magnetic field
and the twisting process. Their work showed that the potential magnetic field
may gradually be twisted into the force-free magnetic field which possesses
the strong current produced by the plasma motion.

In addition, Svetska (1977), Li Zhongyuan and Hu Wenrui (1932) ,(198U}; Li
Zhongyuan (1985) had gone further into this subject in a similar way. The results
showed that, in the Bpatial active region, the storage mechanism of the magnetic
energy for some eruptional events can be explained as the energy increment process
of the force-free field, for example, the process of the energy storage of the
solar flares, the process of the energy storage of the plasma cometary events
and so on.

On some kinematical features of the force-free magnetic field with
smaller Reynold number, namely R̂  « 1, it had been discussed in detail by
Bostrom (1973).

Alfven had also studied a brief kinematical force-free field, called
"the magnetic rope". However, Reynold number is usually much larger than 1
in the spatial active region and in the solar atmosphere, that i s ,

_ 2i = 10"»
(1.1)

Hu Wenrui (1977) had analyzed the above condition and discussed it in detail.

In this paper, ve will aim at studying the plasma condition of the kinematical

force-free field in the spatial plasma environment, and we will make soae specific

discussion, give a general analysis and some constraints.
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2. BASIC EQUATIONS

There are the assorted plasma motions in spatial active region and the

solar active region. When the plasma motions interact with the magnetic field,

the induced electromotive force vill be produced. The Induction equation of the

magnetic field ia

(2.1)

where n Is the magnetic diffusion coefficient, namely

(2.2)

The magnetic Reynold number is very large in Bpatial active region, the

n may lie negligible, hence, the magnetic field vill be able to satisfy the

"frozen in" condition, and Eq. (2,1) may reduce as

3 (2.3)

In addition, the magnetic field must tie without the source, the formula is as

follows:

The force-free condition is

(2.10

(2.5)

its other form may be written as

v x E-o(t,r) E, (2.6)

where a(t,r_) is the force-free factor, i t is a function of both time t

and the place coordinates r_. Now we set up a cylindrical coordinate system to

the axial-symmetric force-free magnetic field. From Eq. (2.U), we may introduce

the magnetic field potential function A, as

- H J - (2.7)

- 3 -

I n s e r t i n g the r e l a t i o n s h i p (2,7) in to the force-f ree condi t ion ( 2 . 6 ) , ve have

rB,-G(A,t), a
(2.8)

(2.9)

In addition, substituting Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (£.9) into Eq. (2.3), we obtain

the scalar forms of Eq.. (£.3),

(2.10)

Or br

0r r I 0,

(2.11)

In general, the right-hand side of Eq.(2.10) may involve an arbitrary function f (t),

Hu Wenrui (1977) haa obtained that the f.(t) may be taken as zero. In Eq, (2.11),

3G(A,t)/3t is a partial differential. According to the kinematical conservation

of momentum, it Is not difficult that the following formula of the constraint can

be arrived at:

(2.12)

where v_ » (u, v, w) is velocity field in cylindrical coordinates. Analyzing

the evolution of the kinematical force-free magnetic field, the influence of the

reasonable flow field on the variations of the magnetic field should be taken

into account, that is whether the process might be described by solutions of

Eqs. (2.1)-(2.12) or not.
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3. THE FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC FIELD IN THE STEADY PLASMA ROTATION

If the force-free factor is a constant, and the flow field is

u « 0, 0, (3.1)

we may easily get the solutions of the magnetic field from the mentioned

Eqs. (2,1)-(2.12), the forms are as follows:

afl SA ,Sfl fA
Ox Or 07 Oz (3.6)

where fi is angular velocity, the form is a = - . From Eq. (3.6), we can

immediately write down as follows7

n » n(A) •
(3.7)

B. -

(3.2)

Obviously, the angular velocity is kept as a constant on every magnetic plane.

The above description has only shown us some features of the force-free magnetic

field in the steady rotational notion.

B. " — 2 UCr-V + C.'

(3.3)

<3."0

viiere X , the characteristic roots, may be defined by the suitable boundary
n

conditions , where C. , some coefficients, may be defined by the axial boundary

values. J, and

eigenvalues are

Y are Bessel functions of the first order, and the

J». - (3.5)

In fact, the formulae (3.2), (3.3) and (3.1*) are not complex, we may immediately

find out that only one term acts upon every formula respectively. The above

discussion is only an ideal condition, "hecausa the flow field should exist

in the solar active region and the spatial active region.

By means of Eq. (2.11), it is not difficult to obtain the Equi-rotational

Law, that is, the famous Ferraro Law. Namely, if there is only

rotational motion in the steady ideal plasma of the axil-symmetry, then the

angular velocity will be able to keep the invariableness on every magnetic

plane. According to the condition of the Law and Eq. (2.11), we may get

h, THE FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC FIELD IH UNSTEADY PLASMA ROTATION

Because the plasma rota t ion can twis t the magnetic l i n e of force in

spa t i a l act ive region, and transform the po ten t ia l magnetic f ie ld without the

current into the force-free magnetic f ie ld with increasing current , i t i s

necessary tha t we should discuss the evolution of the magnetic f ie ld

configuration according to the change of angular velocity il v i t h time t .

The d i s t r ibu t ion of the flow f ie ld in the case of the pure ro ta t iona l motion

may be wri t ten as

• — 0 , * — ti(r, »,Oi w —O.i .

Inserting the distribution of the flow field (U.l) into Eq. (2.10), we have

The formula (k,2) is differentiated by r

using relationship (2.7), we may obtain

0, ^

a*

and z respectively, in addition,

- 0 .

Whether the angular velocity Cl may be the function of time t or not, the

formulae (U.3) show that the rotation motion cannot change the poloidal

component of the magnetic field in the axial-symmetric foroe-free field. By

means of Ampere's Law, we may immediately know that the toroidal current is

also independent of the time t , namely,
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9t U A «• Or (h.h)

From the above analysis, therefore, it is impossible that both the poloidal

magnetic field and the toroidal current are changed with time t in the case.

We discuss the variation of the toroidal component of the magnetic field

in what follows. Inserting the velocity field (U.l) into Eq. (2.11), the

following equation can, therefore, b« arrived at:

Off

Because the left-hand aide of the force-free Eq.(2.9) is incorrelate with time,

the right-hand side of Eq. (2.9) must satisfy

Hence, we may obtain

Inserting Eq. (U.T) into Eq. (2.8) , we have

- j [/'CO + OKA)]",

(U.T)

•(r, i,0 - - Oi
C*.9)

Substituting the formulae (U.8) and (It.9) into the force-free Eq, (2.9), thus,

the force-free equation becomes

LCA) - G l(A)

where L is only a differential operator, itB form is

? 7
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Eq. C*.1O) shows that the poloidal magnetic field doea not change with time t-,

In spite of the fact that angular velocity may be changed with time t. If the

corresponding steady relationships are defined by us as

U.u)

and then, the force-free condition of the poloidal magnetic field can satisfy

the steady relationship described by Eq. (U.ll). The relationship between the

total toroidal field and tine is given by Eq. (U.8). Obviously, the

total toroidal field is stronger than the steady one given by (U.ll), On the

other hand, the absolute value of the total force-free factor a defined by

(It.9) is leSB than that of the steady one c^, that is |a | < |a |. These

analyses show that the twisted field relatively increases, while the gradient

relatively decreases. Thus, when we give the Bteady force-free factor a^

in Eq. (k.ll), we can obtain the boundary values in Eq. (It.10). The poloidal

field may be completely determined for the boundary value problem described by

Eq. Ct.10). From Eq, (1*,8), however, we may get the change of the toroidal

field with time t.

Inserting Eq. (it.T) into Eq. Ct.5), we can get the relationship between

the toroidal field and the angular velocity, which here is as follows:

(fc.12)

If both G,(A) and £l(r,z) are given, the magnetic potential function A(r,a)

may be obtained from Eq. (It.10). So long as Eq. (U.12) is integrated by the time

t, then it may be transformed into the following form:

<m>i* [ r £ If -, If fe

After the function f(t) is reasonably selected, we may get the distribution of

the angular velocity n(r,z,t) from Eq. (it.12), its characteristic equations

are as follows



{

According to the relationship between the first term and the second term in (U.llt),

we can immediately get first integration

In order to give a clear explanation, we discuss an example in what

follows. We analyze this condition in which a, is considered as a constant.

Thus, Eq. Ct.10) may te reduced into the linear force-free equation, namely,

L(A) a2A

its general Bolution is

A(r,z) - C

where C is a constant. Another form of Eq. {U.15} may tie written as follova,

z - H(r) + C :

According to the relationship between the first term and the third term in

we nay obtain the equation

(U.16)

. 0

! U [ H (

integrating this equation, we may get

Ci= K , [ t , r , A ( r , z ) ] (U.IT)

1}, (It.20)

where c. can be determined by the boundary value in the axial direction. Both

J^ and Ŷ ^ are Bessel functions of the first order, and the eigenvalues are

0. -\/^+7i. (U.2i)

where g can be determined by the boundary value of the radial direction.

In general, C. = 0. If the axial direction is infinite, C should also equal

zero. The solution (U.20) may be reduced to

(fc.22)

Because XQ < X^ ( i > 1 ) , the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (U.22)
i s a main term. After reasonable reduction, the following form can be arrived at :

In general, the relationship between the angular velocity and the time may be

written as follows

(r,z,t) = H,(t,r,ACr,z)]

Eq. (it.lC!) is the distribution of the angular velocity a. The functions

H1 and Hg may be determined by the initial values. On the right-hand side

the Eq. (It.18), the second term corresponds to the famous Ferraro

isorotation theorem, and the first term corresponds to a correctional term

caused "by the time variation. ObviouEly, the first term is a new term, it

reduces to a constant if f'(t) = 0. After the function relationship between

H and f'(t) is given, the twisted effect of the toroidal field may be

analyzed.

-9-
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Inserting the magnetic potential expression (b.23) into (It. 17), we obtain

V(T, C,0 — rB(r,t,t) — — f(t)f(t)r\nr

where A can be given by the formula (U.23). We may get the variations! law of

the toroidal magnetic energy from Eq. C*.8), in this approximate case, its

specific expression here is as follows:

2 " 7 WO + ̂ (lt.25)
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The formula (It.25) shows that the magnetic energy may change with time t ,

but the magnetic energy including the term of the twisting effect f( t ) will

be larger than that of the s ta t ic force-free field.

Both Eq. (U,B) and Eq., (U.25) show that the aaimuthal component of the

magnetic field B (r,z,t) has the singularity at r • 0, when f(t) f 0.

So the regular region of the (solution should exclude the region which is to

close in the origin r = 0. If the application region included the region, the

regular condition requires

f(tj U.S6)

When f(t) = 0, the poloidal magnetic field does not change with time, and the

toroidal magnetic field does not change with time either.

5. COHCLUDIHG KEMAHKS

The force-free magnetic field describes the configuration of the magnetic

field in the solar active region and in the spatial active region. Because the

magnetic Reynold number is larger in these regions, the magnetic field is all

the "froaen in" force-free field. In this paper, we have already discussed

some kinematical features of the force-free magnetic field, and we may get

some of the following conclusions:

1) If the plasma motion is only the steady rotation in the active region, then

all along, the angular velocity Is kept Invariable on every magnetic plane

of the force-free magnetic field of the axial symmetry.

2) If the plasma motion is the unsteady rotation In the active region, the poloidal

magnetic field and the toroidal currents all.remain to keep invariable whether

the angular velocity may change with time or not.

3) If the axis of symmetry is excluded from the calculated region, the rotation

motion may twist the magnetic line of force, and the aaimuthal magnetic component

will increase. Physically, the magnetic field in the region near the

symmetric axis is not a force-free magnetic field, and the magnetic field

in the region excluding the symmetric axis Is a force-free magnetic field.

For example, there is a prominence at the symmetric axis of the solar active

region, that is to say so. Hence, one should solve the problems in both

regions separately, and then match the two solutions at their boundaries by

suitable conditions.

It) If the application region includes the symmetric axle, both the poloidal

magnetic field and the toroidal magnetic field do not change with the time t.
the

According toAabove discussions, we may sum up a conclusion as follows. The

continuous configuration of the force-free magnetic field in the ideal plasma In

the region including the syunetrlc axis cannot be maintained by the pure

rotation which changes with time. t.

5) In order to maintain thiB field, the .toroidal plasma rotation

as well as the velocity field in the poloidal plane are necessary.

Therefore, it is not a perfect approach that the energy storage is only

caused by the pure azimuthal spiral motion in the active region. Besides

the pure spiral motion, we should analyze the unsteady coupling process

between the magnetic field and both the toroidal and the poloidal velocity

components.

Sow the above ideas have been presented, they will be helpful for

understanding the "froaen in" fprce-free magnetic field and the energy

conversions in action region. In addition aBJly associated phenomena in the spatial

active region may further be discuss«d.
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